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We present an optomechanical device designed to allow optical transduction of orbital angular
momentum of light. An optically induced twist imparted on the device by light is detected using an
integrated cavity optomechanical system based on a nanobeam slot-mode photonic crystal cavity.
This device could allow measurement of the orbital angular momentum of light when photons are
absorbed by the mechanical element, or detection of the presence of photons when they are scattered
into new orbital angular momentum states by a sub-wavelength grating patterned on the device.
Such a system allows detection of a l = 1 orbital angular momentum field with an average power
of 3.9 × 103 photons modulated at the mechanical resonance frequency of the device and can be
extended to higher order orbital angular momentum states.

PACS numbers:

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that photons have linear momentum
[1] and spin angular momentum in the form of circular
polarization [2]. However, only recently has it been ap-
preciated that photons also possess orbital angular mo-
mentum (OAM), following Allen et al.’s discovery that
light with a helical wavefront has non–zero OAM [3].
Since then, a vast range of applications for OAM of light
have been proposed. These range from high bandwidth
data transfer [4, 5] and quantum cryptography [6, 7],
to optical tweezers for biological applications [8]. Light
with OAM has been generated using pitchfork holograms
[9, 10], spiral phase plates [11, 12], Dove prisms [13],
cylindrical lens mode converters [3, 14], liquid crystals q-
plates [15], metasurfaces such as sub-wavelength gratings
[16, 17], plasmonic nano-antennas [18, 19], optical phased
arrays [20] and microrings [21]. Similarly, methods for
measuring the OAM of the light have seen rapid devel-
opment, including techniques based on forked diffraction
gratings [22], interferometry [23], apertures [24, 25] and
image reformatting [26]. OAM of light can also be mea-
sured using the torque that it exerts on incident objects.
Mechanical detection of spin angular momentum was first
demonstrated by Beth [2] and the direct mechanical mea-
surement of the OAM of light has been achieved using
torsional pendulums [27] and microscopic particles [28].
However, mechanical detection of the OAM of light us-
ing on-chip devices has not been achieved to date. Such
devices would enable OAM to be used as a fingerprint in
quantum non-demolition measurement of photons [29], as
well as provide a platform for interfacing free-space OAM
carrying optical fields to nanophotonic components.

∗Electronic address: pbarclay@ucalgary.ca

The orbital angular momentum ~l of a photon is de-
termined by the OAM quantum number l describing its
helical wavefront and is in principle unbounded [3]. As a
result, OAM can be much larger than spin angular mo-
mentum which is limited to ±~. Although from a practi-
cal point of view efficient generation and measurement of
large OAM is challenging, light beams with up to l = 300
have been demonstrated [30]. The torque per photon due
to a change in OAM of light upon its interaction with an
optical element is given by τ = ~∆l/∆t, where ∆l is the
change of the OAM of light and ∆t is the time duration
of the photon pulse. For continuous optical excitation,
we can express the torque in terms of the power of the
incident light:

τ(t) =
∆lP (t)

ω
. (1)

where ω is the frequency of the incident light. In order
to measure this change in OAM via τ , it is necessary to
create a system that modifies l, and whose mechanical
motion can be both efficiently actuated by τ and sensi-
tively monitored.

Here we propose and analyze an optomechanical pho-
tonic crystal cavity to detect the torque exerted by
light on a photonic nanostructure, allowing measurement
of the OAM of light, as well as non-absorbing optical
field detection via light’s OAM degree of freedom. Op-
tomechanical photonic crystal cavities localize light to
sub-wavelength volumes where it interacts strongly with
nanomechanical resonances of the device, resulting in
coupling between nanomechanical motion and the opti-
cal cavity resonance frequency and linewidth. Large op-
tomechanical coupling and high-quality factor (Qo) op-
tical resonances possible in these devices provide sensi-
tive transduction of mechanical motion via a change in
the cavity’s optical response. This enables ultrasensi-
tive measurement of sources of force [31, 32]. For exam-
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ple, optomechanical cavities have been used to realize
accelerometers [33] and integrated atomic force detec-
tion systems [34]. Although optomechanical nanoscale
torque sensing [35, 36] has recently been studied within
the context of torque magnetometry [37, 38] and spin
detection of photons [39], OAM detection has not previ-
ously been explored using a nanophotonic cavity optome-
chanics platform.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of the OAM detection de-
vice proposed and studied here. It consists of a central
suspended pad connected to a nanobeam slot-mode pho-
tonic crystal optomechanical cavity. This cavity shares
some characteristics with photonic crystal zipper cavities
[40]. However, unlike the zipper cavity, the slot-mode
photonic crystal cavity supports optical modes concen-
trated in the gap between two nanobeams, as shown by
the electric field profile for the cavity’s fundamental mode
in Fig. 1(a). This “air–band” cavity mode, which is anal-
ogous to slot-modes of two-dimensional photonic crystal
from in Ref. [41], has high sensitivity to motion of the
nanobeam that changes the slot gap width, and as a re-
sult, changes the optical response of the cavity through
a dispersive optomechanical coupling. As shown in Fig.
1(b), one of the cavity’s nanobeams is attached to the
central pad, while the other is fixed to the surround-
ing chip. Optical actuation of the central pad by OAM
can shift the nanobeam’s centre of mass position through
“twisting” of the central pad, and through excitation of
the mechanical “bouncing” mode of the nanobeam. Both
of these types of displacement can be seen in the simu-
lated displacement profile of the device shown in Fig.
1(c), and are discussed in more detail below. The cavity
optical mode properties can be monitored using a fiber
taper optical waveguide evanescently coupled to the cav-
ity.

The device presented here is designed from a 370 nm
thick silicon nitride (SiN) layer. SiN is chosen because
of its low mechanical [42] and optical [43] loss, and its
high tensile stress, which makes it suitable for large scale
suspended devices with mechanical quality factors up
to Qm = 108 [33, 44, 45]. The slot width separat-
ing the two nanobeams is 100 nm, and finite difference
time domain simulations were used to calculate the field
profile of the cavity’s fundamental slot-mode shown in
Fig. 1(a). This mode is predicted to have a wavelength
λ = 1428 nm, optical quality factor Qo > 106, and mode
volume V ∼ 0.19 (λ/nSiN)3 (defined by the peak field
strength). Additional details of this device design are
provided in [46]. Although in the following analysis of
this system we will calculate the optomechanical cou-
pling to the hybridized mechanical modes of the full de-
vice, the cavity’s baseline optomechanical performance is
quantified by its optomechanical coupling coefficient of
gOM/2π > 64 GHz/nm to the fundamental mechanical
bouncing mode of the nanobeams. The effective mass of
this mode is meff = 27 pg, and is small compared to the
slot-mode cavity in Ref. [41] due to its one-dimensional
nature. For calculation of V , gOM , and meff , we have

used the definitions in Ref. [47] and COMSOL finite ele-
ment simulations.

The OAM of light incident onto the central pad of the
device can be converted to torque in several ways. If the
torsional pad is coated with an absorptive layer and illu-
minated by helical light, the OAM of light changes from
l to l′ = 0. On the other hand, if the torsional pad is
patterned with a suitably engineered metasurface, a he-
lical beam with OAM number l can be changed during
transmission or reflection to, in principle, arbitrary OAM
number l′ defined by the metasurface geometry. Follow-
ing this interaction, as shown in Fig. 1(c), the motion
of the torsional pad is mechanically coupled to the mo-
tion of the slot-mode cavity nanobeam via a rectangular
hanger with length and width of lh and wh, respectively.

II. OPTOMECHANICAL DEVICE PROPERTIES

To study the interaction between torsional excitation
of the central pad and both the nanobeam’s center of
mass position and its vibrational motion, we performed
numerical simulations and developed a semi-analytic cou-
pled harmonic oscillator model. Figure 2(a) shows a
cartoon representation of this model, where the central
pad and the nanobeam are represented as oscillators with
masses and natural frequencies of m1, ω1 and m2, ω2, re-
spectively. The coupling between the torsional pad and
the nanobeam is represented by a spring with natural
frequency of gm. Variables x1 and x2 are the maximum
displacement from equilibrium of the torsional pad and
nanobeam in the x̂ direction, respectively. Note that x1

is related to radius r and angle of rotation θ defined in
Fig. 1(c) by x1 = r cos θ∆θ. The equations of motion for
this system are:

ẍ1 = −ω2
1x1 − γ1ẋ1 +

√
m2

m1
g2
mx2 +

Fd
m1

e−iωdt, (2a)

ẍ2 = −ω2
2x2 − γ2ẋ2 +

√
m1

m2
g2
mx1, (2b)

where γ1, γ2 are mechanical damping rates and Fd and
ωd are the amplitude and frequency of an external drive
force applied to the central pad. Fourier transforming
Eqs. 2, we can solve for x2,

x2(ω) =
g2
m√

m1m2((χ1(ω)χ2(ω))−1 − g4
m)
Fd(ω−ωd), (3)

where χ1,2(ω) are mechanical susceptibilities χ1,2(ω) =
(ω2

1,2 − ω2 − iγ1,2ω)−1.
The validity of this model can be evaluated using finite

element method software (COMSOL) to calculate the
mechanical and optomechanical properties of our OAM
detection device. Figure 2(b) shows the result of a sim-
ulation of the maximum displacement of the nanobeam
when we drive the central pad by applying a torque at
varying frequency ωd. This torque has been implemented
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Figure 1: Overview of the device geometry and elements. (a) Slot-mode photonic crystal cavity fundamental mode electric field
(x component) distribution. (b) Isometric view of the OAM detector. A helical light beam illuminates the square pad which is
suspended by thin supports. Depending on the structure of additional material attached to the central square pad (blue), light
exerts a torque on the pad due to its change in OAM during reflection, refraction, absorption or transmission. The cavity from
(a) is attached to the square pad by a hanger whose dimensions wh and lh are indicated in (c). The pad motion is coupled to
the nanobeam as shown by the typical displacement profile shown in (c). For a given frequency of actuation, this motion is
due to both motions of the pad and excitation of the nanobeam mechanical modes. Optical readout of the cavity via using a
fiber taper waveguide allows sensitive measurement of this motion.
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Figure 2: (a) Schematic of the coupled oscillator model de-
scribing the interaction of the nanobeam bouncing mode and
the central pad twisting mode. (b) Simulated displacement x2
of the nanobeam as a function of the frequency of a torsional
drive applied to the central pad edges, for device parameters
ls = 12µm , wh = 7µm, lh = 1µm. Blue dots are simulated
points, and the red dashed lines are fits from the coupled
oscillator model.

in the simulation by applying tangential forces to the
sides of the torsional pad. An initial stress of S0 = 1 GPa
in the SiN layer was included in the simulations. Predic-
tions from the coupled oscillator model described by Eq.
3 are shown by a red dotted line and fit the finite ele-
ment simulation results well with gm as a fitting param-
eter. Note that for these simulations, γ1,2 corresponding
to mechanical quality factor Qm = 500 are fixed in COM-
SOL.
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Figure 3: Displacement profiles of the hybridized central pad
twisting mode and nanobeam bouncing modes for (a) ls =
20µm and (b) ls = 10µm as labeled in (c). Dependence of
hybridized mode (c) frequency, (d) optomechanical coupling
coefficient, and (e) torsional optomechanical frequency shift.
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The peaks in Fig. 2(b) correspond to resonant excita-
tion of two mechanical modes of the device: the twist-
ing mode of the central pad, and the bouncing mode of
the nanobeam, which for the central pad support length
chosen for this simulation have widely separated frequen-
cies of ω1/2π = 4.81 MHz and ω2/2π = 5.96 MHz, re-
spectively. The twisting mode peak is stronger as it is
driven directly, while the bouncing mode is driven indi-
rectly through the nanobeam’s mechanical coupling to
the central pad. However, Eq. 3 predicts that x2 can
be enhanced if the oscillators are tuned near resonance
(ω1 = ω2). This can be achieved in our design by tuning
the central pad twisting mode frequency via changing the
support length ls labeled in Fig. 1(c).

Displacement profiles of the mechanical modes ob-
tained from COMSOL simulations are shown in Figs. 3(a)
and (b) for different values of ls. Figure 3(c) shows the
simulated ls dependence of their resonance frequencies.
The nanobeam bouncing mode frequency does not de-
pend on ls, while the frequency of the central pad twist-
ing mode decreases with increasing ls. For values of ls
where the modes are not on resonance, their mode pro-
files are dominantly twisting– or bouncing–like, as shown
in Fig. 3(a). Near ls = 10 µm they are on-resonance,
and an avoided crossing is observed due to modal cou-
pling. This coupling is evident in the modes’ mechanical
displacement profiles when ls is tuned to the center of
the anti-crossing: as shown in Fig. 3(b) the twisting and
bouncing modes are hybridized into even and odd combi-
nations. The degree of splitting between their frequencies
is related to the mode coupling gm.

The efficacy with which these modes can be used to
detect OAM strongly depends on their optomechanical
coupling coefficient gOM . We calculate gOM using the
perturbation theory discussed in Ref. [40, 48] input with
the simulated displacement profiles of the mechanical
modes for the full device and the field profile of the
optical cavity’s fundamental slot-mode. The resulting
gOM of each mechanical mode for varying ls is shown
in Figure 3(d). We see that when the modes are not
resonant, the nanobeam bouncing mode has nearly con-
stant gOM ∼ 32 GHz/nm, while the central pad’s twisting
mode’s gOM is much lower. When the modes are tuned
on-resonance, they have equal gOM , as expected given
their hybridized nature.

We further characterize the optomechanical properties
of the device by calculating the optomechanical shift of
the cavity mode frequency, ∆ωOM , per fN ·m of torque
applied to the central pad at the calculated mechani-
cal mode frequencies shown in Fig. 3(c). As shown in
Fig. 3(e), when ls is set to tune the mechanical modes
are on–resonance, ∆ωOM peaks due to excitation of the
nanobeam bouncing mode by the twisting motion. The
enhancement to ∆ωOM when the central pad twisting
and the nanobeam bouncing modes are resonant is re-
lated to the resonator coupling gm, as shown in Eq. 3.
We study the dependence of this coupling on the geome-
try of the hanger connecting the resonators in Fig. 4(a),
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Figure 4: (a) Coupling gm between the central pad twisting
mode and the nanobeam beam bouncing mode for varying
hanger width, extracted from COMSOL simulations of the
hybridized mechanical mode frequencies. (b) Dependence of
the mechanical frequencies of the nanobeam bouncing (blue)
and see-saw (red) resonances on wh.

which shows gm for varying wh, as calculated by fitting
the anti-crossing of ωm(ls) for each wh to the coupled
mode model with gm as a fitting parameter. We find
that the mechanical coupling decreases with increasing
wh. Intuitively, this is due to the fact that as the width
of hanger increases, the hanger becomes more centered
on the pad (θ = 90◦) and the average horizontal center
of mass motion of the nanobeam becomes negligible. For
small values of hanger width, the see-saw mode of the
nanobeam, whose frequency and mode profile are shown
in Fig. 4(b), becomes close to resonance with the twist-
ing and bouncing mode frequencies. Its coupling rate to
the central pad’s twisting mode is much higher than that
of nanobeam bouncing mode, reducing the amount of
energy coupled to the nanobeam bouncing mode. There-
fore, we chose wh = 7µm for the operation of our OAM
sensor in the remainder of the analysis.

III. TORQUE SENSITIVITY

To predict the sensitivity of this device to OAM gen-
erated torque, we need to consider sources of noise,
including thermal Brownian motion (τth), photon shot
noise (τSN ), detector noise (τDN ) and back-action noise
(τBA). These noise-equivalent torques combine to de-
termine the minimum detectable torque of the device:
τmin =

√
(τth)2 + (τSN )2 + (τDN )2 + (τBA)2. Applied

torque in our system is related to xmax by

xmax(ω) = [meffreff (ω2
m − ω2 +

iωωm
Qm

)]−1τ(ω), (4)

where reff is the effective lever arm which depends on
the position of the force and maximum displacement with
respect to the axis of rotation of the system. The lower
reff , the lower the moment of inertia is, which leads to
a higher sensitivity to external torques. Due to the rela-
tively complex geometry of our device we extract reff by
fitting Eq. 4 to the finite element simulated xmax when
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Figure 5: (a) The minimum detectable torque (left axis) and
minimum detectable optical incident power (right axis) as a
function of support length, with contribution from different
noise sources shown. (b) Effective mass (left) and effective
lever arm (right) as a function of support length. (c) Con-
tributing factors to the thermal noise as a function of length
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an external torque is applied to the central pad.
Using Eq. 4 and the fluctuation dissipation theorem,

the thermal noise equivalent torque is:

τth(ω) =

√
4kBTωmmeffr2

eff

Qm
. (5)

Equation 5 suggests that to achieve higher sensitivities,
a low effective mass, a small effective lever arm and small
mechanical frequency are desirable, as well as low envi-
ronment temperature, T , and high mechanical quality-
factor.

The importance of optomechanical device parameters
Qo and gOM for reaching a regime of OAM detection
limited by thermal noise is revealed by expressions for the
torque equivalent photon shot noise and detector noise.
The shot noise optical power spectral density is given by
SSNP = 2~ω0Pdet/ηqe [49], and the corresponding torque
equivalent noise is

τSN (ωm) =
meffω

2
mreff

√
SSNPP

| dTd∆ | QmPdetgOM
, (6)

where dT
d∆ is the optical wavelength dependent slope of

the transmission profile of the fiber coupled optical cavity
mode, and Pdet is the measured power at the detector.
The electronic noise of a typical photoreceiver (Newport
1811) used for directly monitoring intensity fluctuations

of the fiber taper output is PDN = 2.5 pW/
√

Hz, with

corresponding torque equivalent noise given by

τDN (ωm) =
meffω

2
mreffPDN

| dTd∆ | QmPdetgOM
. (7)

Lastly, we analyze optomechanical backaction noise re-
sulting from radiation pressure fluctuations of the power
coupled from the readout laser into the photonic crystal
cavity. The force per photon in this cavity is given by
~gOM , and the torque equivalent noise associated with
photon number uncertainty in the cavity is given by

τBA(ωm) = 2~gOMreff
√
ncav

κ
, (8)

where ncav is intracavity photon number and κ is the
cavity decay rate.

Combining these noise sources, we can predict the min-
imum detectable torque of the device. This is shown
in Fig. 5(a), where we have assumed that the measure-
ment and source of torque is at frequency ωm resonant
with the lower frequency branch of the hybridized de-
vice modes from Fig. 3(c). From this, we see that τmin
minimizes near ls ∼ 10µm where the central pad twist-
ing and nanobeam bouncing modes are on resonance
with another. This behavior is a result of the differ-
ent ls dependence of reff for nanobeam bouncing versus
central pad twisting modes, as shown in Fig. 5(b) to-
gether with the behavior of meff in these two regimes.
The corresponding effective moment of inertia is shown
in Fig. 5(c). These calculation were performed assum-
ing Qo = 106, Qm = 106, cryogenic temperature (4 K)
operation, Pdet = 0.1µW, ∆l = 1 and hanger geome-
try wh = 7µm and lh = 1µm. From this we see that
τmin ≈ 3.22× 10−21 N·m/

√
Hz is expected to be achiev-

able.

IV. TRANSMISSIVE OAM DETECTION

We next focus on the possibility of detecting OAM of
an optical field by converting it to torque via its transmis-
sion through the central pad. This would allow detection
of light without destroying its linear momentum and in-
tensity, which could be used for a non-demolition photon
detection scheme. To achieve this, we designed a sub-
wavelength grating (SWG) shown in Fig. 6, whose on-
chip chiral pattern converts OAM to mechanical torque.
This SWG is a high refractive index contrast pattern
[50] composed of amorphous silicon (a-Si) pillar struc-
tures with refractive index n= 3.62 [17] patterned on the
SiN central pad. High refractive index contrast grat-
ings can operate off-resonance (reflective) [51, 52] and
on-resonance (transmissive) [17], and in both cases have
demonstrated ultra-broadband operation and high capa-
bility of modulating wavefront phase. In our design, the
transmissive SWG has a 20µm diameter and consists of
450 nm thick a-Si pillars. The pillars are arranged in
a hexagonal lattice with lattice constant Λ = 360 nm.
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Varying the duty cycle as a function of angle, by chang-
ing pillars’ diameter from 110 nm to 210 nm in increments
of 10 nm, results in modulation of the local effective re-
fractive index and corresponding spatially varying phase
shift of light transmitted through the SWG that depends
on the azimuthal angle. This allows the incident beam
OAM state to be changed by ∆l determined by the SWG
design. The physical principle of this SWG is similar to
that discussed in [17, 53].

Figure 7(a) shows the simulated optical phase and in-
tensity profiles of a Gaussian beam transmitted through
this SWG when it is designed for two cases: ∆l = 1 and
∆l = 10. These results were obtained using Lumerical
finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) software. Com-
paring these results to the analytically calculated phase
and intensity profiles of Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) beams
with l = 1 and l = 10, also shown in Fig. 7(a), we
see that the SWGs convert the input Gaussian beam
(l = 0) to a LG beam with l = 1 or l = 10, depend-
ing on the grating design. Deviations between the ideal
profiles and the simulated transmitted profiles are also
visible in Fig. 7(a), and indicate that the SWG con-
version efficiency is not ideal. This efficiency can be
benchmarked by considering the fidelity (F ) of output
compared to a perfect LG beam, and SWG transmission
(TSWG) [54]. This yields an OAM conversion efficiency
given by F × TSWG = 0.90× 0.92 = 0.83 for the ∆l = 1
SWG operating at a wavelength of 840 nm. Using this
conversion efficiency, together with Eq. (1) and assuming
an input beam modulated at ωm, we predict the mini-
mum detectable optical power scattered from l = 0 to
l = 1 to be 8.7µW/

√
Hz, as shown as a function of

ls in Fig. 5(a). The sensitivity of the device linearly
scales with the change in OAM and can reach less than
a 1µW/

√
Hz using the SWG designed for ∆l = 10. This

assumes the same operating conditions and device pa-
rameters as the torque sensitivity analysis above, and
that the optical field is modulated with unity contrast
at the frequency of the lower branch of the device’s hy-
bridized mechanical resonances.

V. PULSED OPERATION

Next, we study the sensitivity of our device when we
drive it with optical pulses instead of a harmonically
modulated continuous wave. The SWG used above has
a wide optical bandwidth of operation, as shown by the
wavelength dependence of its fidelity shown in Fig. 7(b),
allowing short optical pulses to drive the device. The op-
tical power of a pulse train whose pulse width ∆t is much
smaller than the repetition time 1/fr can be expressed as

P (t) =
∑+∞
m=−∞ n~ωcfrei2πmfrt where n and ωc are pho-

ton number per pulse and the carrier frequency of the in-
cident light, respectively. This shows that in order to res-
onantly drive the mechanical device, the pulse repetition
rate should be set to mechanical frequency (2πfr = ωm).
In this case, the optical drive power of the pulse train is

(a)

(b)
SWG

Figure 6: (a) Transmissive OAM detection system. a-Si (blue)
pillars have been patterned on top of the SiN (green) optome-
chanical device in order to form an SWG. (b) Top view picture
of the SWG designed for ∆l = 1, showing the azimuthally
varying pillar diameters.
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Figure 7: (a) FDTD simulated transmitted optical field inten-
sity and phase profiles of SWGs of type ∆l = 1 and ∆l = 10
for a Gaussian incident field. Also shown are the ideal optical
field intensity and phase profiles of LG modes with l = 1 and
l = 10. (b) Fidelity of conversion of a Gaussian beam trans-
mitted through the ∆l = 1 SWG to the l = 1 LG mode as a
function of the incident light wavelength.

P (ωm) = n~ωcfr. Using P (ωm) and Eq. 1, the exerted
torque by the pulse train can be calculated. Figure 8(a)
shows the predicted minimum detectable number of pho-
tons nmin per pulse as a function of ls, indicating that
pulses with as few as 3.9× 103 photons can be detected.
In plotting Fig. 8(a) we assume the ideal but achiev-
able conditions of Qo = 106, Qm = 108 [44, 45, 55, 56],
∆l = 10, ncav = 10−3 and T = 10 mk. We also assume
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Figure 8: (a) Minimum detectable photon number per pulse
with repetition rate on mechanical resonance, as a function of
support length. Device parameters and operating conditions:
Qo = 106, Qm = 108, ∆l=10 and T = 10 mK. (b) Minimum
detectable photon number per pulse as a function of readout
interactivity photon number for support length ls = 10µm.

detector noise PDN = 3.8×10−17W/
√

Hz, which is reach-
able by using a superconducting nanowire single-photon
detector, for example Single Quantum Eos detector. [57]

As can be seen in Fig. 8(a), the measurement sensi-
tivity is maximized when ls is chosen to tune the cen-
tral pad twisting mode and the nanobeam bouncing
mode onto resonance. To study the impact of back-
action from the readout laser, which is significant for
the idealized device parameters assumed here, in Fig.
8(b) we show nmin as a function of intracavity photon
numbers ncav for ls = 10µm (when torsional pad and
nanobeam bouncing modes are in resonance). This shows
that nmin = 3.9× 103 is the optimal operating condition
for these device parameters.

VI. REFRACTIVE AND ABSORPTIVE
DETECTION

The device studied here also allows OAM detection in
refractive or absorptive schemes without the need of pat-

terning an SWG on the central pad. The OAM change,
and resulting torque, when a photon is absorbed by the
central pad is given by the total OAM of the input field,
and is independent of the central pad geometry. How-
ever, this scheme is destructive as the photons are de-
stroyed upon detection. Implementation of absorptive
detection with the device studied here would require op-
eration at shorter wavelengths below the transparency
window of SiN, utilization of multiphoton or impurity
related absorption processes, or modification of the cen-
tral pad material to enhance its optical absorption.

In the case of a refractive detection scheme, which can
be realized with a planar surface, the change in OAM is
given by ∆l = 0.5(cos θi/ cos θr + cos θr/ cos θi)l where
θi and θr are incident and refracted angles [58]. In this
scheme, the magnitude of an incident field’s OAM and
linear momentum are conserved while their directions are
changed.

VII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have designed an optomechanical
system that enables non-destructive measurement of
light via the torque induced by its OAM on the de-
vice. The device has a torque sensitivity of τmin =
3.22 × 10−21 N·m/

√
Hz, allowing OAM detection of op-

tical fields with a sensitivity of Pmin = 8.7µW/
√

Hz, as-
suming Qo = 106, Qm = 106 and cryogenic temperature
T = 4 K. Considering the existing state-of-the-art perfor-
mance of similar SiN devices, detection of 3.9× 103 pho-
tons in a single pulse is achievable. This number could be
further reduced by using SWGs with higher order OAM
conversion (∆l > 10) and designing a photonic crystal
nanobeam cavity with a lower mechanical frequency.
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